[Simulation study of scan timing in three-dimensional contrast-enhanced MR angiography].
In our study of three-dimensional contrast-enhanced MR angiography, we performed a computer simulation to quantitatively investigate vessel visibility according to scan timing. To construct the simulated MR images, we varied the position (scan timing) and range (enhancement-duration) of k-space data assumed to be acquired during contrast enhancement. In the present study, either the sequential or centric phase-encoding order in k(y) and k(z) on k-space was assumed to be used. When scan timing was shifted from the optimal timing, the visibility of thick vessels decreased, and the signal intensity in thin vessels was higher than that in thick vessels. We found that the appropriate setting of scan timing was an important factor in the visibility of thick vessels. Meanwhile, we also noted that extending the enhancement-duration (or shortening the scan time) could increase the visibility of thin vessels. Our results and the simple technique used for simulation are considered to be useful for the study of three-dimensional contrast-enhanced MR angiography.